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1.

Introduction

Saerens and Zame, and independently Bedford and Dadok proved that, given a
compact real Lie group K there always exists a strictly pseudoconvex bounded
domain D C Cn such that k\it(D) ~ K. By the theorem of Wong-Rosay (which
states that every strictly pseudoconvex bounded domain with non-compact
automorphism group is isomorphic to the ball) it is clear that an arbitrary non-compact
real Lie group can not be realized as the automorphism of a strictly pseudoconvex
bounded domain in Cn. However, as we proved in an earlier paper [16], for any
connected real Lie group G there does exist a complex manifold X on which G
acts effectively. Moreover, X can be chosen in such a way that it enjoys several of
the key properties of strictly pseudoconvex bounded domains. Namely, X can be
it is both Stein and hyperbolic in the sense of Kobayashi.
The purpose of the present note is to prove that it is possible to rule out
additional automorphisms, i.e. it is possible to achieve Aut(X) ~ G.
chosen such that

Theorem

1. Let G be a connected real Lie group. Then there exists a Stein,
hyperbohc complex manifold X on which G acts effectively, freely, properly
and with totally real orbits such that Aut(X) ~ G.

complete

The idea is to follow the strategy of Saerens and Zame: Construct the desired
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manifold as an open subset of a larger Stein manifold in such a way that the given
group acts on this open subset. Ensure that every automorphism of this open
subset can be extended to the boundary, then modify the boundary in such a way
that this Ciî-hypersurface simply has no automorphisms other than those from
the given group. The latter can be done using the fact that a Ciî-hypersurface
(unlike a complex manifold) does have local invariants. A principal difficulty in
this approach is to obtain an extension of automorphisms of the open subset to the
boundary. If one is concerned only with compact Lie groups, then one can work
with a strictly pseudoconvex bounded domain D. For such a domain it is evident
that for every automorphism of D there exists a sequence xn G D such that both
xn and 4>{xn) converge to a strictly pseudoconvex point in the boundary. This is
the starting point for the extension of the automorphism to the boundary dD.
Now, our goal is to obtain a result for arbitrary connected Lie groups, which
</>

</>

are not necessarily compact.
This lack of compactness assumption creates some difficulties.
There are two main problems: First, an arbitrary non-compact Lie group is
not necessarily linear. For instance, the universal cover of SX2OR) cannot be
embedded into a linear group. Second, as already mentioned, the theorem of
Wong-Rosay implies that in general a non-compact Lie group can not be realized
as the full automorphism group of a strictly pseudoconvex bounded domain with
smooth boundary. Thus we have to work with domains which are not bounded or
where the boundary is not everywhere smooth. The trouble is that it is therefore
there exists a sequence xn in the
no longer clear that for every automorphism
domain such that both xn and 4>{xn) converge to a nice point in the boundary
In [15] a result similar to ours is claimed for certain Lie groups with a rather
sketchy outline of a possible proof.
The first of the aforementioned two problems is dealt with by assuming the
group G to be linear while the second problem is simply ignored. Since the second
problem is in fact a serious obstacle, the proof sketched in [15] can not be regarded
as complete.
We proceed in the following way: To deal with the first problem, we note that
every Lie algebra is linear by the theorem of Ado. Therefore, in a certain sense,
every Lie group is linear up to coverings and the first problem can be attacked by
working carefully with coverings.
For the second problem, we use bounded domains whose boundaries are smooth
outside an exceptional set E which is small in a certain sense. Exploiting this
smallness we prove that for every automorphism
there must exist a sequence
xn such that both xn and 4>{xn) converge to a boundary point outside the "bad
set" E.
Once this has been verified, we can prove (using arguments similar to those used
in[13], [2]) that extends as holomorphic map near lim(xn), and use the theory of
Chern-Moser-invariants to deduce that was in fact given by left multiplication
with an element of G.
</>

</>

</>

</>
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1.1. Disconnected Lie groups
The result of Bedford and Dadok resp. Saerens and Zame is valid for all compact
groups, not only connected ones. However, compactness implies that in this case
there are no more than finitely many connected components.
We conjecture that our main theorem is valid for arbitrary real Lie groups,
including those with finitely or countably infinitely many connected components.
As a first step regarding disconnected Lie groups, we proved in [17] that the
statement of our main theorem does hold for countable discrete groups.

2.

Linearization

Given a real Lie group G, we look for a bounded domain on which this group acts.
For this purpose we use the theory of hermitian symmetric spaces.
We will need the following:

Proposition 1. Let G be a simply-connected real Lie group.
Then there exists a natural number n and a Lie group homomorphism £ : G
Sp(2n, R) such that the following conditions are fulfilled:
(1) £ has discrete fibers.
(2) The image £(G) is closed

—>

in Sp(2n,~R).

Proof. By Ado's theorem there is an injective Lie algebra homomorphism Lie(G) —>
LieGL(m,R) for some m G N. Since G is simply-connected, this induces a Lie
Rm and
group homomorphism £o G —> GL(m, R) with discrete fibers. Let V
W V © V* where V* is the vector space dual of V. Then W carries a natural
symplectic structure given by
:

(v,X)-(v',X')=X(v')-X'(v)
which is evidently preserved by the natural diagonal action of GL(V) on W. Hence
there is an embedding i GL{m, R) ^-> <Sp(2m, R).
Let £i
i o £o G —> <Sp(2m,R), i7
£i(G) and i7' its commutator group.
Then H' is already closed in <Sp(2m,R). The quotient group H/H' is a connected
commutative real Lie group, hence H/H' ~ (S'1)fc x (R)' for some fc,ieNU {0}.
It is easy to see that there is a closed embedding
H/H' ^-> Sp(2m', R) for
some m' G N Furthermore there is an embedding £ : <Sp(2m,R) x 5^(2771'^) ^^
i7 —> H/H' denote the natural projection
Sp(2n, R) with n m + m'. Now let
and define £ : G -^ 5p(2n, R) by
:

:

j

t

:

C(èi(9)J(T(èi (g))))-

:
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Hermitian symmetric domains

For basic facts on symmetric spaces, see e.g. [9].
Let S
Sp(2n,M.) and let K denote a maximal compact subgroup. Then
the quotient manifold Dq
S/K can be endowed with the structure of a
hermitian symmetric domain. Furthermore there exist open embeddings ("Cayley
transform"
Do --> CN --> Q
such

that

(1) -Do is relatively compact in Cw,
(2) Q is a projective manifold (the "compact dual of D") and
(3) the Sp{2n, R)-action on Dq extends to an Sp{2n, C)-action on Q.

Lemma

1. Let Q be a complex manifold on which a complex Lie group Sc acts
holomorphically and Dq C Q a non-empty open subset.
Then there exists a natural number m G N and points pi,
,pm G -Do such
that

Proof. We choose a sequence of points pi G -Do recursively. First p\ is chosen
arbitrarily. When p\1... ,pu are already chosen, we define If.
{g G Se g(Pi)
Pn 1 < * < k}- Then we proceed as follows: If dim(/fc) > 0, we choose Pk+i
such that there is an element cik+i in the connected component /£ such that
0, then Ik is
O'k+i(Pk+i) ¥= Pk+i- This ensures dim/fc+i < dim/fc. If dim/fc
'¦

countable. Thus
A

ugeik\Mix

G

Q

:

9{x)

x}

is a countable union of nowhere dense analytic subsets of Q. It follows that A
is a set of measure zero for any Lebesgue class measure on Q. In particular
-Do 7^ -Do and we can choose Pk+i G -Do
A. By the définition of A this choice

\

An

enforces Jfc+i

D

{e}.

2. Let G be a simply-connected real Lie group. Then there exists a
discrete central subgroup T such that for G
G/T the following properties hold:
There exists a natural number N, a bounded domain D C CN, complex analytic
E C CN, Z C D and a G-action on Z such that
(1) There is a G-mvariant non-empty open subset Q of Z such that G acts
freely, properly, and with totally real orbits on Q.
(2) The topological closure Ù of £1 in CN is contained inside Z U E.
(3)
{}.
(4) dimc(n) > 3.

Proposition
subsets

onfî

Proof. By prop. 1, there is
G/T can be embedded into

discrete central subgroup F of G such that G
some Sp(2n,~R) as closed Lie subgroup. Let -Do

a
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Sp(2n,R)/K be the associated hermitian symmetric space and Q and Sc
Sp{2n, C) as described in the beginning of this section.
By lemma 1 there is a natural number m and a point p G D D™ such that the
diagonal Sc-orbit in Qm through p is free. Now let Ë
{x G Qm dimSc(x) <
dimSc}, Z' Sc(p) and Z Z' D D. Because the Sc-action on Qm is algebraic,
the Sc-action on Qm is algebraic as well. In particular every Sc-orbit in Qm is
Zariski open in its closure. This implies in particular that Z' C Z' U E.
Now G is closed in Sp(2n,R) and Sp(2n,R) is closed in Sp(2n,C)
Sc. We
obtain a fiber bundle
Sc —> G\Sc, where G\Sc denotes the quotient of Sc
by the left action of G. Let U C G\Sc be a relatively compact open contractible
subset and Q
{g p g G r^1(t/)}.
Then f2 has the desired properties. (Concerning property (4), observe that
D
dimc(f2)
dimc(S'c) > 3 by our construction.)
:

t

¦

4.

:

:

Chern—Moser-invariants

4.1. Chern Moser-invariants
For every real-analytic strictly pseudoconvex Ciî-hypersurface M in a complex
manifold X and every point p G M there is a system of local coordinates

(w;z)

(w;

z-i,..., zn)

(w, zt G C, n + 1
dimc(X)) such that M can be written as M {p < 0} where
p is a real-analytic function whose power series development is given as

p(w; z)

3H + \\zf+Y.

Fkilir(dt(w),z, z)

k,l>2

where Fkjjr is a polynomial of bidegree (k, I) in z and z and degree r in 3î(w).
0. For non-umbilical points we
A point pe Mis called umbilical if ^2,2,0
define scalar invariants K]-jiyT (for k, I > 2, r G N) given by K]-jiyT
\\Fkjjr 112 where
|| || denotes the euclidean norm, i.e., the norm induced by the scalar product for
which the monomials in the coordinates ^t{w),zi,zi constitute an orthonormal
basis.

If x, y are non-umbilical points on M such that the Ciî-hypersurface germs
(M, x) and (M, y) are isomorphic, then all these invariant Kkjtr must assume the
same values at x and y.
For convenient application later on, we define Kj
^fc+^d^M.o f°r d > 4.
4.2. Jet bundles
We recall the notion of jets (see [8]): For manifolds X and Y and points x G X,
G 1", the set of fc-jets Jk(X, Y)x^y is the set of equivalence classes of map germs
y
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where two real-analytic map germs are equivalent iff their respective Taylor series
developments agrees up to order k. Jk{X, Y) is the disjoint union of all Jk{X, Y)XtV
(with x G X and y G Y). There is a natural manifold structure on Jk(X, Y) for
which we obtain a fiber bundle "source map") a. Jk(X, Y) —> X.
:

4.3. TVansversality

X^

We will need the multijet transversality theorem ([8], thm. 4.13). Let
denote
the space of those s-tuples [x\,... ,xs) G Xs where the x-% are all distinct elements
in X. Let

{(f u..., fs)

Jk(X,Y)
Then each

/

G

G

(Jk(X,Y))s

C°°(X, Y) induces

a

map

jk(f)

«(/!),...,«(/«)

:

:

G

X&}

X^ -> Jk(X, Y) in a natural

way.

Let W be a submanifold of codimension c in Jk (X, Y).
Then the multijet transversality theorem implies that the function space
C°°{X, Y) contains a residual subset A such that (jk(f)) (W) is of codimension
at least

ein

X^.

Remark. (1) In the statement on the codimension, the codimension of the empty
set is to be understood as +oo.
(2) A subset of a topological space V is called residual if it is the intersection
of countably many open dense subsets. If V has the Baire property, then every
residual subset of V is dense. The function spaces C°°(X, Y) and CU(X,Y) have
the Baire property (for any pair of manifolds (X, Y)).
(3) Similar results hold for the function spaces of type Cu, i.e. real-analytic
mappings, which in fact can be deduced from the transversality results for C°°maps, using the fact that C^-maps are dense in C°°.
(4) In the real-analytic category, W does not need to be smooth, it suffices
if W is a (possibly singular) real-analytic subset. As explained in [13], this can
be verified using the fact that a real analytic subset W admits a stratification
W0dW1dW2... such that each Wk \ Wk+1 is smooth.

W

4.4.

A proposition

Let us now assume that there is a real Lie group G acting holomorphically on X
with totally real orbits. Let us furthermore assume that the action in proper. Then
orbits can be separated by invariant functions. Around any given point p G X, we
0 V« and
may choose local holomorphic coordinates x-% in such a way that x-%(p)
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It follows that for a every real homogeneous polynomial P of degree k there is a
G-invariant real-analytic function defined on some open neighbourhood of p in
such that P(#i,..., xn)
f(x) + O(||x||fc+1). As a consequence, we obtain the

/

X

statement below:

Lemma 2. Let G
complex manifold

be a

real Lie group acting holomorphically and properly on a
real orbits. Assume dimc(-X') > 2.

X with totally

For x G X, t G R let J^_(X,M)Gt denote the set of all k-jets induced by germs
t
of G-invariant functions
for which the C R-hypersurface germ defined by
is strictly pseudoconvex around x. Let J^(X,R)G
Uxex,teM.J+(X, ^)^t0 defines a real-analytic subspace of codimension at
Then K4
K/~
least
in JÏ(X,M)G.

f

f

k-3

Now we can prove the proposition given below.
3. Let G be a real Lie group acting holomorphically and properly on
complex manifold X with totally real orbits. Assume dinic(X) > 2. Let p G X.
Then G p admits an open G-mvariant neighbourhood Q such that:

Proposition
a

¦

(1) The inclusion map G p ^-> Q is a homotopy equivalence.
(2) The boundary dQ is everywhere smooth, real-analytic and strictly pseudoconvex.
(3) There exists a nowhere dense real-analytic subset S C dQ such that for
every x,y G dQ \ S the C R-hyper surface germs (dÇl,x), (dQ,y) are isomorphic if and only x g y for some g G G.
¦

if

¦

^

X
Proof. Let r
dimn(X) — diniR(G'), B the open unit ball in Rr and 1 B
a real-analytic embedding with «(0)
p which is everywhere transversal to the
G-orbits. Then W
G-i(B) is an open G-invariant neighbourhood of the G-orbit
G -p. Since the G-action on X is free and proper, we may and do assume that the
map G x B —> W given by (g, x) 1—> g i(x) is bijective.
We defîne po G CU{W) via po(g ¦ *(«))
|M|2 for g G G, v G B.
An
calculation in local coordinates
:

¦

shows

easy

{x

We

G

that

W po(x) < e}
:

strictly pseudoconvex for all sufficiently small e > 0. We fix now a number
1 > S > 0 such that Wg is strictly pseudoconvex.
Then Wg is a G-invariant open neighbourhood of G p fulfilling conditions
(1) and (2) of the proposition. To achieve condition (3), we have to modify the
defining function po — S of the open domain Wg using the theory of Chern-Moser
invariants.
Every function onß~ i(B) extends uniquely to a G-invariant function on W;
this yields a bijective map
is

•

£

:

CUJ{B)

—>CiJ(W)G.
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Now let © be an open neighborhood of ((~1(po),S) in CU{B) x R such that
the following properties hold for all (/, t) G ©:
(1)

{v

G

B

:

f(v) < t}

is a contractible relatively compact open subset

with

smooth boundary in B,
(2) The domain

{xeW: C(f~t)(x)
is everywhere

< 0}

{g ¦ i(v)

:

f(v)

<t,veB,geG}

strictly pseudoconvex.

Let J^(B,R)
UveB.teKJl(B,R)v.t where J*(B,R),,.t denotes the set of
all fc-jets induced by germs of functions
(B,v) —> (R, t) for which the CRhypersurface germ

/

:

{g-i(x):geG,xeBJ(x)=t}
is strictly pseudoconvex around i(v). For fceN, 4<<J<iwe define functions Kd
on J^(B,R) as follows: If is the A;-jet at v G B for some map germ : (B,v) —>
(R, £), then K<i{j) is defined as the scalar invariant i^Q for the Ciî-hypersurface

/

j

We define the "umbilical locus"
Uk

:

{jeJl(B,R):K4(j)=0}

and the "locus of coinciding scalar invariants"

^2

:

i2)

V4

< d

Since J^(B,R) is an open subset in Jd(ß,R), C/^ and Ek can be regarded as
locally closed real-analytic subset in Jd{B,R) resp. J^(ß,R).
Fix A; such that k — 3 > 2dimn(ß). Then lemma 2 implies that the codimension
of Ek exceeds the dimension of B x B.
The multijet transversality theorem implies that there is a residual set A C
Cw(ß,R) such that every G A is transversal to both Uk and £fc.
Since A is residual, it is dense in Cw (B, R). Therefore A x R intersects the open
set ©. Let {pu t0) G (A x R) n ©. Let So C VF be the set of all points xeW such
that the Ciî-hypersurface {y £ W ((pi)(y)
((pi)(x)} is umbilical at x. Then
transversality of p\ with respect to Uk implies that So is a nowhere dense, locally
closed real-analytic subset of W. As a consequence, we can find a real number t
close to to such that [p\, t) G © and such that Q
{y G T^ C{p\){y) < t} has the
following property:
" So (1 0 «s nowhere dense in Cl."
Now (pi,t) G 0 implies that conditions (1) and (2) are fulfilled for our choice
of Q. Furthermore transversality of p\ with respect to Ek (in combination with
codimn(i?fc) > dimn(ß)) implies that Q fulfills condition (3) of the proposition.
This completes the proof.
D

/

:

:
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Privalov's theorem

We are now in position to use the classical theorem of Privalov in order to show
that for every automorphism there is a sequence xn such that both xn and 4>{xn)
converge to a point in the good part of the boundary.
</>

4. Let D be a hounded domain in CN, E C CN, Z C D closed
fl an open subset of Z, M its boundary in Z. Assume E(~)fl {}.
M is everywhere smooth and that the closure of il in CN is contained
Let fl' be the closure of fl in Z, i.e., fl'
fl U M.
Furthermore let fl denote the universal covering of fl and i\ fl' —> fl' and

Proposition

analytic subsets,
Assume that

infill MUE.

:

M

—>

m

fl

M the corresponding coverings.
Then for every holomorphic automorphism
G Aut(f2) there is
and points q,q G M such that limxn
q and lim</>(xn)
q.
</>

a sequence

xn

G Aut(Ô). Let A be the unit disk in C, A its closure in C and <9A
Proof. Fix
its boundary.
We choose a C°° map
A —> fl' such that
(1) C|A maps A holomorphically into fl.
(2)
1(M) is a subset of positive Lebesgue measure in dA ~ S1.
Now we consider r\ : A —> CN given by r\
Then r\ is a A^-tuple of
tt o o
bounded holomorphic functions. It follows ([10],[12]) that the non-tangential limit
exists almost everywhere on dA. For t G dA, let limn_t?y(t) denote this nontangential limit. Evidently limn_t?y(t) £ fl' U E wherever defined. We claim that
A {t limn_t rj(t) G E} is a set of measure zero. Indeed t G A implies that for
on CN which vanishes on E, we obtain
every holomorphic function
<f>

:

<f>

:

/

If A is not a set of measure zero, it would follow from Privalov's theorem ([10]) that
for] would vanish for every such /. But this would imply r](A) C E, contradicting
r](A) C fl. Thus A must be a set of measure zero. It follows that there exists a
point q G dA D Q~l(M) such that the non-tangential limit for r\ exists at q and is
not in E.
Now fix a triangle T C A with its three edges on 3D one of which is q (T denotes
the triangle with interior, i.e., the convex hull spanned by the three edges). By
the définition of the notion "non-tangential limit" we have a limit
lim
T

r](x)

v

G

fl'

C

N

If

be a simplyand thus a continuous map fj T U {</} —> fl' with t]\t
f]- Let
connected open neighbourhood oiv in fl', and V an open connected neighbourhood
of q in fj~1(W). Observe that tt : fl' —> fl' is an unramified covering. Since
W is simply-connected, it follows that tt~1(W) is a disjoint union of connected
components each of which is isomorphic to W. Connectedness of V implies that
:
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4>{C{V)) is contained in one connected component of 7r~1(W). Together
v(x) v this implies that there is a point v G -k~1{v) such that

with

]imX£T,x—>q

lim

4>(((x))

v

q.

For any sequence tn in int{T) converging to t we now obtain a sequence xn
G 0'.
C(tn) with convergent limits limxn
q G M, lim</>(xn)
Finally we note that cannot be in Q: is an automorphism of Q and therefore
D
limxn $ Q implies that </>(xn) cannot converge inside of Q Hence q G M.
</

</>

</

Extension through the boundary

6.

We need the following well-known extension result.

Proposition 5. Let Q be an open subset in a Stein manifold Z. Assume that
there are points q,q G dQ, an automorphism
G Aut(f2), and a sequence of
points xn £ Q with limxn
q and lim</>(xn)
q. Assume in addition that dQ is
real-analytic and strictly pseudoconvex near q and q.
Then there exists an open neighbourhood V of q in Z and a holomorphic map
$ V -? Z such that <&\çinV 4>\nnv</>

:

Proof. First, [6] implies that can be extended to a continuous map ^onO near q.
Since
is continuous and cf>\n is holomorphic, it is clear that 4>\sn is a continuous
Ciî-map. (For a not necessarily differentiable function the notion "Ciî-map" is
defined via regarding derivatives in the sense of distributions. Then the condition
"CR" translations into the vanishing of certain integrals involving test functions
a closed condition; hence holomorphy of </>|q
implies that 4>\qq, is a Ciî-map.)
Thus [3] implies that this extension is already C°° and finally [1] or [5] yield
D
that there is a holomorphic extension into some open neighbourhood.
<f>

</>

-

</>

7.

Rigidity

Lemma 3. Let

f

Q be a strictly pseudoconvex domain in
holomorphic function on V such that f(dfl) C R.
Then is constant.

a

Stein manifold V. Let

be a

f

Proof. By the assumption of Q being strictly pseudoconvex it follows that for every
A —> V
point p <£ Q close enough to the boundary there exists a continuous map
that
(1) C is holomorphic on A,
:

such

(3) C(9A)

c dû
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Now the maximum principle applied to the plurisubharmonic function g(x)
vanishes in
(3/(x)) implies that 3/(p) 0. Thus the real-analytic function
some open subset of Q and therefore (by identity principle) it vanishes everywhere.
Hence is both holomorphic and everywhere real-valued and therefore constant.
D

9/

/

6. Let Q be an open G-invariant subset of a complex manifold Z on
which G acts freely with totally real orbits. Assume that the boundary dQ is a
smooth CR-hypersurface.
be an automorphism of Q, q G dQ and V an open neighbourhood of q in
Let
Z such that <f>\vnn extends to a holomorphic map : V —> Z.
Assume that for every x G V D dQ both x and 4>{x) are contained in the same
G- orbit.
Assume furthermore that dQ is strictly pseudoconvex near q.
Then there exists an element g & G such that g x
4>{x) for all x G Q.

Proposition

<f>

<f>

¦

Proof. Let go G G be such that <f>{q)
by the
go ¦ q. We may now replace
automorphism x i—> g^1 4>{x) an(i thereby assume that 4>(q)
q. Now we have to
show that
idçi.
Let n dimc(n) and d dimR(G<). Let i Bn_d
{v G Cn-d \\v\\ < 1} -> Z
be an embedding such that «(0)
q and that «(ß„_^) is everywhere transversal to
the G-orbits. The G-action induces a real-analytic map ip Lie(G) x Z
Z given
by ip(v, x)
exp(v) x. This extends to a holomorphic map ipc U —> Z where U
is an open neighbourhood of (0, q) in (Lie(G) (g)C) x Z. By appropriately shrinking
V and U we may assume that U
N x V where N is an open neighbourhood
of 0 in Lie(G)
C Now we obtain a holomorphic map
Bn-d x N —> Z via
Ç(w,v)
tpc(v, *(w)). Since ßn_d x N is an open domain in
</>

¦

</>

:

:

^

:

¦

'¦

<g>

:

Cn-d x Lie(G)
this map

<g)

C

~ Cn-d xCd~C"

yields local holomorphic coordinates near

X= (xi,...,Xn)

1-^

(j)(x)

q.

In these local coordinates

-X

is a holomorphic map all of whose components are real-valued on V(~)dQ. Because
dQ is strictly pseudoconvex near q, it follows that this map is constant (lemma 3).
Since <f>{q)
means that it is constant zero. Thus </>
idy. Finally,
q,
D
</>(x)
x for all x G 0, as desired.

constancy
by identity principle it follows that

8.

Reduction to the simply-connected case

Lemma 4. Let G be a connected real Lie group, G its universal covering and
F 7r^1({e}) where ty G —> G «s i/ie natural projection map.
Assume that there exists a simply-connected complex manifold X with Aut(X) ~
G such that the Y-action on X is free and properly discontinuous.
:
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Let

X

X/T.

Then

Aut(X) ~

CMH

G,

Proof. Every automorphism of X lifts to an automorphism of X, because X is
a universal covering space for X. Therefore the automorphism group of X is
isomorphic to N/T where N denotes the group of all elements of Aut(X) which
normalize T. But F is the kernel of a group homomorphism, hence normal. Thus
G and consequently Aut(X) ~ N/T
D
G/T ~ G.

N

It remains to be shown that X can be constructed in such a way that X X/T
be Stein and completely hyperbolic. Complete hyperbolicity is easy, since X
being completely hyperbolic implies that X is completely hyperbolic, too.
The Stein property is more involved, since for an arbitrary unramified covering
—> X, Steinness of X does not imply that X is Stein, too.
will

X

7. Let G be a real Lie group, i\
G —> G its universal covering,
rK~1{e), and X a complex manifold on which G acts properly and freely with

Proposition
F

:

totally real orbits.

LetpeX.
for

Then there exists an open G-invariant neighbourhood U ofG-pinX such that
every G-invariant locally Stein open submanifold Cl C U the complex quotient
Cl
Cl/T is Stem.

manifold

(As usual, Cl C U is called locally Stein iff every point x
neighbourhood V in U such that V n Cl is Stein.)

G

U admits an open

Proof. Essentially, we follow the argumentation in [16].
Let Z denote the center of G. Then there exists a discrete cocompact subgroup
A in Z such that F C A ([16], lemma 1). Let Gx
G/A and Xx X/A.
Let Gc be the simply-connected complex Lie group corresponding to the complex
G —> Gc the natural Lie group homomorphism
Lie algebra Lie(G) <g>C and
induced by the Lie algebra embedding Lie(G)
Lie(G) <g> C
Let tpo
Lie(G) x X —> X be the map induced by the group action via
ipo(v,x)
exp(v) x. Then tpo extends to a holomorphic map ip defined on some
open neighbourhood of Lie G x X in Lie Gc x X. This open neighbourhood can be
chosen as product N x W where N is an open neighbourhood of Lie G in Lie Gc
and W is an open neighbourhood of p in X.
Let n dimc(X) and d dimR(G)
dimc(Gc). Let i Bn-d
{v £ Cn~d :
\\v\\ < 1} ~^ W be a holomorphic embedding such that «(0) =p and that «(ßn_d)
is everywhere transversal to the G-orbits.
We choose a small open neighbourhood Ni C N of 0 in Lie Gc such that the
(g, n, x) i—> g ¦ tp(n, z) has the property that
given by
map
C,{g, n, z)
C(g', n', z1) only if there is an element v G Lie G such that g'
g-exp(v)
and exp(— v) exp(n)
exp(n'). This is possible, because G acts freely with totally
real orbits.

j

:

^

:

¦

:

(:GxJVixß-»I

:
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For
£ ((G x JVi x B) we define £(x) G Ad(Gc) by A% exp(n)) if x
Q{g,n,z). Then £ is a well-defined, holomorphic and G-equivariant map from
an G-invariant open neighbourhood Wo of p to Ai(Gc). Moreover £ is constant
along the orbits of the center Z of G. Therefore it induces a holomorphic map
£i : W\ —> Aii(Gc) where Wi is the image of Wo under the projection X —> Xi.
Observe that Ad(Gc) is a linear complex Lie group. It follows that Ad(Gc)
strictly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function
•

is Stein ([11]) and hence admits a
p1

:Ad(Gc) ->R+.

t

Next we consider the real quotient map
X —> X/G 1". Let y\,... ,yr be
0. Then x i—> $^i yi(T(x))2
real-analytic local coordinates on Y with yi(r(p))
defines a G-invariant real-analytic function po on a neighbourhood of G p, which
is easily verified to be strictly plurisubharmonic near G p.
By appropriately shrinking Wd and W\ we may assume that there is an e > 0
such that Wo
{x po(x) < e}.
We reparametrize this function via
:

•

•

:

Now

p'o —>

+oo whenever

po

—>

e.

Thus

/30

is an "exhaustion function modulo

G", i.e. it is a G-invariant function which induces a proper continuous map from
Wo/G toR+.
Moreover, /30 is strictly plurisubharmonic, because tan is convex and po is
strictly plurisubharmonic.
Next we recall that by lemma 2 in [16] the natural map W\ —> Y\ ~ W\/G x
Aii(Gc) is proper.
Therefore pi + /30 is a continuous exhaustion function on Wi. On the other
hand, this function is also strictly plurisubharmonic. Thus W\ is Stein.
Let U
Wo and U
U/F. Then U is Stein, because W\ is Stein and we have
an unramified covering U —> Wi.
Assume that 0 is a G-invariant open locally Stein submanifold of U. Then
Çl/T is a G-invariant open submanifold of U
U/F which is evidently locally
Stein. But locally Stein open submanifolds of Stein manifolds are Stein. Hence Q
is Stein.

9.

D

Proof of the Main theorem

Here we prove our main theorem.
Proof. Let G denote the universal covering of G, tt G —> G the natural projection
and F
7r^1{e}. By prop. 2 there is a quotient G\ of G by a central discrete
subgroup Fi and a Gi-action on a complex manifold Çl\ which is free, proper
and with totally real orbits. Moreover, there is a number N, a bounded domain
D C Cw and closed complex analytic subsets Z C D, E <Z CN and an embedding
:
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of Qi as open submanifold in Z such that the closure of Qi in CN is contained m

ZUE andn1nE

{}.

pefii.

We may replace Q^ by some appropriately choosen invariant open
Fix
neighbourhood of G\ -p. Therefore we may and do from now on assume that
tti(Qi) c; tti(G'i) c; Fi. (And we keep this assumption throughout all further
replacements of Çl\ by invariant open subsets of itself.) Let Ù denote the universal

covering of Qi.
From prop. 7 we deduce that, after replacing Qi with some C?i-invariant open
subset, we may assume that U/F is Stein for every open G-invariant locally Stein
submanifold U of Q.
Next we apply prop. 3, again replacing Qi by an appropriate smaller G\invariant open submanifold. Now Çl\ has a smooth, real-analytic and strictly
pseudoconvex boundary B in Z, and there is a nowhere dense real-analytic subset
ÜCß such that for every x, y G B \ S the Ciî-hypersurface germs (B, x), (B, y)
are isomorphic if and only if x
g y for some g G G\.
Ù —> Qi be the covering map. We may assume that
Let G Aut(f2). Let
there is a Gi-invariant open subset X C Z such that Ù\ C\ Z <Z X. Furthermore
we may assume that the inclusion Çl\
X induces an isomorphism of the
fundamental groups. Then
Q —> Qi extends to a covering
X —> X with
Ô
X. Let Ê and ß denote the preimages of S resp. B under t'. By prop. 4
there is a sequence of points xn G 0 and points </, </ G ß such that lim xn
q
and lim</>(xn)
extends to a holomorphic map $
(/. By prop. 5 it follows that
in an open neighbourhood U of q in X. Because (/j^1 extends to a holomorphic
id, this extension $ is locally
map near q by the same arguments and o <f>~1
biholomorphic and $(ßn[/)cß.
Recall that Ê is nowhere dense in ß. Hence there is an element q' G (5n(7)\
¦

t

<f>

t

^

:

^

:

t'

:

<f>

<f>

(ËU^-^Ë)). Upon replacing q by q' andC/by C/\ (ËU^-^Ë)), we may from
now on assume that U n S and $(C/) n S are both empty.
For every z G B D U the Ciî hypersurface germs (B,z) and (B,$(z)) are
isomorphic and consequently there is an element gz G G such that gz z
§(z).
By prop. 6 it follows that there is one element g & G such that 4>(z) g ¦ z for
all z G Ù. Thus
G G. Since
was an arbitrary automorphism of Ù, it follows
G. By lemma 4 this implies that Aut(Q)
G where Q
that Aut(Ô)
Û/T.
Finally let us discuss the Stein condition and hyperbolicity. Since Q^ injects
into a bounded domain D C Cw, it is hyperbolic. Because Q —> Qi and Q —> Q are
both unramified coverings, this implies the hyperbolicity of Q. Moreover, by the
same arguments as in [16], we may conclude that Q is even complete hyperbolic.
Concerning the Stein property, let us recall application of prop. 7 further above.
Our choice of Q^ at that time had the property that U/T was Stein for every locally
Stein open subset U of Q. Subsequently we shrank Qi, replacing it by some open
subset with strictly pseudoconvex boundary. Clearly an open subset with strictly
pseudoconvex boundary is locally Stein. Therefore Q
Ù/T is Stein for our final
choice of Q i.
D
¦

</>

</>
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